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Abstract
The Android Security Key scheme promises to provide users
of Android handsets with strong, public key-based multi-
factor authentication similar to that achieved via USB security
keys. In this paper I present an evaluation of Android Secu-
rity Keys using the usability, deployability, security (UDS)
framework, as well as a consideration of security and privacy
issues. A comparative analysis against other 2-factor schemes
is also provided, with a focus on USB security keys.

I argue that Android Security Keys differ from USB secu-
rity keys in terms of both usability and deployability when a
basic set of UDS benefits are considered. The convenience
of using a mobile handset already in a user’s possession as a
second factor is privileged over the efficiency of login tasks.
A cursory assessment of Android Security Keys gives the
impression they offer a similar set of security benefits to USB-
based implementations, but I identify potential improvements
during a closer analysis of the security model and associated
threats.

1 Introduction

Legacy, textual passwords are here to stay. Passwords are
familiar, cheap, and convenient. They are easy to use, readily
deployable, and their longstanding incumbency has placed
them in an almost unassailable position [1–3]. There have
been many attempts to replace textual passwords with more
secure alternative authentication methods, but no scheme has
managed to supplant them, and it seems unlikely that an alter-
native will provide all of the benefits that textual passwords
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do while simultaneously offering users meaningful security
gains [1].

The problems associated with passwords have been well
documented and studied [4, 5], with many issues apparent
from the very beginning [6]. Where passwords are concerned,
researchers and service providers are trying to address prob-
lems related to usability and security that have persisted for
decades. With replacement unlikely, tools and security prac-
tices aimed at supporting the users of legacy, textual pass-
words are common. Users are most frequently presented with
advice to enable multi-factor authentication schemes when
these are available [7], and to use password managers to sup-
port the creation and use of strong, unique passwords for all
online accounts [8, 9].

Some of the most successful attempts to offer usable, se-
cure multi-factor authentication have involved USB security
keys [10–12]. These keys (implementing the FIDO Alliance’s
U2F [13] or FIDO2 [14] protocols) provide a cryptographic
second factor to enhance the security of users authenticating
to online accounts. USB security keys have been demon-
strated to effectively improve user security when compared to
2-Step SMS and other OTP-based schemes [10], but require
specialized equipment and are not always convenient. In an
apparent attempt to address these issues, and encourage the
adoption of strong, public key-based multi-factor authentica-
tion, Google launched the Android Security Key scheme in
April 2019 [15, 16].

Android Security Keys show some promise, but have yet
to be subjected to systematic, independent evaluation. In this
paper, I offer an early evaluation of the Android Security
Key scheme using the usability, deployability, security (UDS)
framework of Bonneau et al. [1]. I additionally consider how
Android Security Keys respond to some of the issues with
USB security keys highlighted by researchers like Reynolds
et al. [11] (who examined usability through a pair of case
studies) and Jacomme and Kremer [12] (who completed a
formal verification of security benefits).

In the sections that follow I unpack both foundational and
recent research informing this work, with a focus on the re-



search and usability, deployability, security framework of Bon-
neau et al. [1]; I discuss the motivations for this paper; de-
scribe both the methodology and the limitations of the assess-
ment completed; summarize my evaluation of the Android
Security Key scheme; and discuss early results, contributions
and plans for further research.

2 Background

The users of online accounts are largely authenticated by
means of textual passwords. The continued appeal of pass-
words is not just a function of their familiarity and ubiquity,
but also reflects the fact that they are convenient for users,
easy to deploy, and come with little overhead [1–3]. Bonneau
et al. [1] conducted an extensive qualitative review of web
authentication schemes, considering 35 proposals to either
replace or augment legacy, textual passwords. The researchers
found no alternative authentication method that could provide
all of the benefits associated with passwords while improving
upon their security or usability. Bonneau et al. provide some
of the best arguments for the persistence of passwords in the
fields of authentication and usable security.

Textual passwords persist, and so do a variety of prob-
lems associated with their usability and the level of security
they provide the users of online accounts. Some of the prob-
lems with passwords are longstanding and were effectively
catalogued decades ago. Parallels exist between the issues
discussed by those studying passwords in the present, and the
challenges Morris and Thompson enumerated in their article
examining passwords and user authentication on early Unix
systems [6]. The more recent proliferation of online accounts,
and the increased burden this places on the users of textual
passwords, has resulted in problems related to password reuse
and other practices that can leave users vulnerable to account
compromise [5].

Multi-factor authentication schemes are one way to help ad-
dress some of the problems with textual passwords, enhancing
security. After enrolling in a service provider’s multi-factor
program, users must present a secondary secret, in addition to
a password, in order to verify their identity and be authenti-
cated to a service [17]. Frequently, this secondary secret rep-
resents proof that the user is in possession of a unique piece
of hardware (a token or mobile handset), though a variety
of other options incorporating biometrics and even ambient
environmental factors have been proposed and tested.

Multi-factor authentication has been demonstrated to im-
prove the security of users, but many barriers to adoption still
exist [7, 18]. In the case of common multi-factor schemes us-
ability, generalized by users in discussions centred around cost
and convenience, is seriously at issue [18]. Google’s recently
released Android Security Key scheme [15, 16] represents an
attempt to entice users to adopt a multi-factor authentication
method by presenting it as highly convenient (the second fac-
tor is, in effect, a mobile handset likely to be already in use),

while at the same time promoting a strong, public key-based
form of multi-factor. While users maybe familiar with the
idea of using a handset to help enhance the security of online
accounts via one-time passwords [19] or interaction with mo-
bile push dialogues [20], the Android Security Key scheme
leverages a cryptographic second factor and communicates
with service providers via the WebAuthn API [21].

Android Security Keys seem promising, but the scheme is
only recently out of beta, and much of the published informa-
tion concerning it directly reflects either the enthusiasm of its
own developers or a marketing effort on the part of Google.
Android Security Keys need to be quickly and independently
evaluated by researchers focused on authentication, usable pri-
vacy and security. Fortunately, there are many tools available
to facilitate this kind of assessment. The qualitative frame-
work of Bonneau et al. [1] provides an excellent starting point.
Bonneau et al. did not merely assess authentication methods,
but also developed a straightforward evaluation framework,
modelled loosely upon Nielsen’s heuristic evaluation [22]
and other inspection techniques from the field of user inter-
faces. By considering a set of 25 ideal benefits across the
domains of usability, deployability, and security researchers
can succinctly describe an authentication scheme, locating it
in relation to others in a way that facilitates comparative anal-
ysis. The usability, deployability, security (UDS) framework
offers flexibility, extensiblity, and has been largely accepted
as a useful tool in the field of authentication.

This paper is the first to evaluate Android Security Keys,
but a UDS evaluation of USB security keys (a related, pre-
cursor to Android Security Keys) was completed by Lang et
al. [10]. These researchers were Google insiders, assessing
the company’s adoption of USB security keys, and a set of
tools and protocols with which they had had some association.
Lang et al. may have been too optimistic in their assessment,
but established a baseline and jumping off point for making
future evaluations and comparisons. More recently, USB se-
curity keys were assessed for usability through a pair of case
studies by Reynolds et al. [11]. These researchers examined
enrolment under controlled conditions, and authentication ac-
tivities separately in the field. An explicit focus on usability,
and a user-centred exploration of the authentication process
under a design that enhanced external validity, generated re-
sults that can inform more in-depth discussions of both USB
security keys and related authentication methods. Jacomme
and Kremer [12] formally verified the security benefits as-
sociated with USB security keys, modelling threats to both
security and privacy, and providing a detailed account of what
the scheme achieved and what could be improved upon in
future implementations. The results of Jacomme and Kremer
can help direct future work, and move discussions beyond the
kinds of comparative analysis the UDS framework permits.

Evaluating a new authentication method is in many ways
about asking how it improves upon past offerings. My evalu-
ation of Android Security Keys largely focuses on how they



differ from USB security keys, and as such is informed by
recent research efforts focusing on this scheme.

3 Motivation

The Android Security Key scheme was announced publicly in
April 2019 and is only recently out of beta [15, 16]. An early
evaluation of Android Security Keys is needed to determine
what improvements they may offer over similar authentication
methods. The UDS framework provides the right toolkit to
complete a timely evaluation and comparative analysis that
will aid researchers in the fields of authentication and usable
security to locate this new scheme in relation to others. These
early results can additionally provide some direction for fu-
ture investigations by shining a light on issues bearing closer
scrutiny. This evaluation is necessary, and will be of interest
to researchers working in authentication, passwords, usable
security.

4 Methodology

In support of a comparative analysis, I apply the UDS frame-
work of Bonneau et al. [1] to evaluate the Android Security
Key scheme. Considering the basic set of 25 usability, deploy-
ability, and security benefits an ideal authentication method
would offer, I rate the performance of Android Security Keys
based upon a knowledge of underlying protocols and a hands-
on inspection of the authentication scheme. The results of
my evaluation are compared against the baseline findings of
Bonneau et al.1 where the incumbent, textual passwords, and
Google’s familiar 2-Step multi-factor method are concerned.
I take the results of the UDS evaluation carried out Lang
et al. [10] to be definitive regarding USB security keys im-
plementing the FIDO Alliance’s U2F [13] or FIDO2 [14]
protocols (though some of their claims need to be addressed
in the discussion section 6). Data from prior work is used to
make comparisons, and determine what gains, if any, Android
Security Keys provide over past offerings.

5 Evaluation

The Android Security Key scheme implements a form of pub-
lic key-based multi-factor authentication. A user’s secret key
is stored on their mobile handset, and used to sign messages
verifying that user to an online service provider at login. The
scheme combines legacy, textual passwords with a crypto-
graphic second factor similar to that employed by modern
USB security keys. Enrolment and login tasks closely reflect
what users of Googles 2-Step and push-based multi-factor
schemes are familiar with [19,20]. A one-time enrolment task

1An extended technical report from the University of Cambridge presents
the researchers’ findings in detail for all schemes evaluated [23].

is completed via the browser, and a simple dialogue accompa-
nied by a set of “Yes” and “No” buttons is presented to the
user at login. Recently released, this method of authentication
is currently only available to the users of Google services,
using the company’s Chrome browser on a client machine,
and in possession of a mobile handset running version 7 or
higher of the Android operating system. An UDS evaluation
of the Android Security Key scheme follows.

5.1 Usability
Android Security Keys are not Memorywise-effortless, nor
are they Scalable-for-Users. The scheme augments textual
passwords, but still relies upon them. Strong, unique textual
passwords are assumed in this evaluation, as their absence
would result in Android Security Keys being denied other
UDS benefits. Like other mobile phone-base schemes con-
sidered by Bonneau et al. [1] it is granted a Quasi-Nothing-
to-Carry benefit. It is assumed that a majority of users will
possess and carry a mobile handset. So, while a secondary
device is required, there is no new, special-purpose hardware
involved in the login process. Android Security Keys are not
Physically-Effortless, as users still input textual passwords.
The scheme is Easy-to-Learn, involving a single step with
clear on-screen instructions, and is Quasi-Efficient-to-Use,
as cookies can limit the frequency with which users have to
input a device PIN or otherwise interact with their phones.
The scheme is granted the Infrequent-errors benefit owing to
its design, and the direction from Bonneau et al. to assume
best-case implementations. Android Security Keys do not
achieve Easy-Recovery-from-Loss. The mobile handset of a
user stores a unique secret key locally. Fallback options exist,
but a new device and re-enrolment are required after a loss.
The developers of Android Security Keys have suggested
that ideally, users adopting the scheme will already posses a
USB security key to guarantee continuous, secure access [15],
though this requirement might jeopardize other UDS benefits.

5.2 Deployability
Android Security Keys are Quasi-Accessible, as are most
phone-based schemes. Bonneau et al. [1] assumed that users
with low or no vision had tools available to them to support
basic interaction with both a client device and phone screens.
This is now the norm in UDS evaluations, and is considered
sufficient to partially satisfy the criteria for the Accessible ben-
efit. Enrolment and login tasks provide UX that very closely
mirrors mature authentication methods, like Google’s 2-Step
and push-based multi-factor schemes, so I have assigned a
similar benefit. I grant Android Security Keys Negligible-
Cost-per-User, as there is no new, special-purpose hardware
to be purchased and data transmission is likely to happen
over a wireless network without any data fee. The scheme
is not presently Server-Compatible or Browser-Compatible,
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Table 1: Comparative Usability, Deployability, Security Evaluations

though there is good reason to think that it will be in future as
there are provisions for it present in the WebAuthn API docu-
mentation [21], and client-side communication relies upon an
extension to the established Client to Authenticator Protocol
(CTAP) [24,25] used by USB keys implementing FIDO2 [14].
Android Security Keys are not Mature, having only recently
been released. The scheme is not Non-Proprietary, though it
is built on and around open protocols and standards.

5.3 Security
The public key cryptography employed by the Android
Security Key scheme results in its being Resilient-to-
Physical-Observation, Resilient-to-Targeted-Impersonation,
Resilient-to-Throttled-Guessing, Resilient-to-Unthrottled-
Guessing, and Resilient-to-Internal-Observation by design.
Were the scheme to become more widely available, unique
key pairs, generated on a per account basis, would grant
it Resilient-to-Leaks-from-Other-Verifiers. The similarities
between Android Security Keys and other public key-based
schemes, communicating with online services using the same
API, result in the scheme being granted Resilient-to-Phishing.
Data related to both an authorization request’s origin and
the communication channel are signed and verified. The
scheme is Resilient-to-Theft. Per Bonneau et al., both a
device PIN and a strong textual password are assumed to
protect accounts from compromise in the case of phone-based
schemes [1]. The scheme is Quasi-No-Trusted-Third-Party.

Provisions exist for a certificate authority structure to support
device attestation, with attestation certificates being a crucial
part of device registration and user enrolment [21]. The
most common form of batch attestation provided under
the USB security key scheme, and likely reflected in the
implementation of Android Security Keys, results logically
in only K-unlinkability (with Alaca and van Oorschot [26]
claiming that an attestation certificate must be shared by
100,000 or more security keys to limit linkability). For
this reason, the scheme is considered Quasi-Unlinkable.
The scheme is clearly Requiring-Explicit-Consent, with
users clicking through a dialogue and additionally receiving
confirmation of their action via a display (directly addressing
an important concern raised by Reynolds et al. [11]).

6 Discussion

The Android Security Key scheme is still in its infancy. If it
were to be expanded to formally support additional services
(and there is good reason to think that it might be), the scheme
would be largely on par with the more established multi-factor
option of USB security keys. This is the claim of the devel-
opers of Android Security Keys [15], and I do not dispute
it.

I have chosen to assign a different set of benefits to Android
Security Keys than Lang et al. [10] did USB security keys, but
UDS evaluations are somewhat subjective. Were I evaluating



USB security keys, I would likely be more critical of their
performance. Prior work has suggested that these keys might
offer additional usability benefits, permitting users confident
in the security of a cryptographic second factor to safely reuse
passwords or reduce password complexity [10]. I contend
that the benefit of Resilient-to-Theft could not be granted to
USB security keys in the absence of strong, unique textual
passwords. Similarly, more recent research focused on the
security of USB-based multi-factor implementations has high-
lighted issues related to their purported unlinkablity [12, 26].
I do not believe that any scheme relying on the WebAuthn
API [21], supporting the methods of attestation described in its
documentation, can be considered wholly No-Trusted-Third-
Party or unlinkable. Taking these factors into consideration,
the major difference between Android Security Keys and the
USB-based scheme becomes that, while Android Security
Keys provide the convenience of carrying no special-purpose
authenticator, USB security keys simplify user interaction,
improving the efficiency of login tasks. Users get public key-
based multi-factor authentication, using a device already in
their possession, but have to contend with lock screens and
navigate a phone’s UI as opposed to simply making contact
with a capacitive sensor.

The security benefits delivered by each of these schemes ap-
pear similar when a basic set of UDS benefits are considered.
However, a less generous model, like the security focused one
adopted by Jacomme and Kremer [12] reveals some differ-
ences. Android Security Keys are well positioned to address
some of the calls for improvement and further investigation
stemming from the work of these researchers. In particular,
the Android Security Key scheme no longer physically con-
nects an authenticator to a client machine (mounting it as an
input device). This is a positive step. Attacking the scheme in
effect requires the compromise of two distinct devices, rather
than merely the compromise of a client and control of its
I/O. Google’s Cloud-assisted Bluetooth Low Energy (caBLE)
extension [25] has still yet to be ratified, and there is little pub-
licly available documentation, but it appears to provide for se-
cure, “pairingless” Bluetooth communication between clients
and Android Security Keys [15]. This is could represent a
meaningful improvement over past schemes. Current versions
of CTAP provide for security keys capable of communicat-
ing with a client machine via Bluetooth, but require pairing,
even while the protocol’s documentation acknowledges that
Bluetooth represents a poor indicator of proximity and can
introduce its own set of security concerns (notably a default
level of system-wide access introducing challenges parallel
to those associate with plug-in USB security keys) [24]. Re-
moving the need to pair devices, and enhancing proximity
checking and other forms of verification via secure network
communication are important steps toward improving secu-
rity outcomes, though caBLE will require study when docu-
mentation becomes available, and formal verification of its
purported benefits by security researchers is recommended.

Without further study and formal verification, the possible
improvements represented by Android Security Keys can’t be
confirmed, but the possibility of progress related to security
goals, while at the same time addressing convenience, makes
this scheme a form of multi-factor worth looking at more
closely in future.
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